Year 4 Home Learning Menu Autumn Term 1
Please complete at least one of the activities below each week. Every Tuesday, you can share your project
progress with your teacher or bring in any finished work.
The deadline for all home learning tasks to be completed is: 22nd October 2019.

Reading Task:

Writing Task:
1.

1.

How would you feel if you

Research information about all the
river Nile. Why was it so important

discovered the tomb of

the tomb for the first time.

1.

down two facts you’ve found out.
2. Read a chapter book with a sibling

What do you hear?
2. Visit the local library with an adult.
What information can you find out

or adult in your house. What do

2. Write a story about an Egyptian

about the history of Stevenage?

you enjoy about this story?

Pharaoh and his adventures in the

Go on a nature walk in the park
with an adult. What do you see?

to the Ancient Egyptians? Write

Tutankhamun? Write a diary as if
you are Howard Carter discovering

Cultural Task:

Share your facts with the class.

deserts of Egypt.

Creative Project:

History Task:
1.

1.

Research and write about who
Tutankhamun was and why he is a

Create an Ancient Egyptian death
mask.

Presenting Task:
1.

present in class about the Ancient

2. Create an Ancient Egyptian pyramid

famous Pharaoh.
2. What was life like for the Ancient
Egyptians? How was it different to

model.

Prepare a poster or PowerPoint to
Egyptians. Present this in class.

2. Perform a poem you have read to

life now? Draw a picture to show
similarities and differences. Make
sure you label your pictures.

Please ask an adult before using the internet for any research.

the class. Use lots of actions and
movement to make it interesting.

